We investigate second order lossless digital lters with two's complement over ow. We numerically approximate the fractal set D of points that iterate arbitrarily close to the discontinuity. For the case of eigenvalues of the associated linear map of the form e i with = 6 2 Q we present evidence that D has positive two dimensional Lebesgue measure. For = 2 Q we con rm that D has Lebesgue measure zero. As a by-product we get estimates of the exterior dimension of D. These results imply that if such lters are realised using nite-precision arithmetic then they will have a sizeable fraction of orbits that are periodic with high period over ows.
Introduction
It has been recognised for several years that lossless digital lter over ow oscillations with two's complement over ows can exhibit very complex behaviour; see Chua & Lin, 1988] , Davies 1995] and Kocarev et al., 1996] for recent work on this problem. However, there are still several questions for this system that remain unanswered; in particular, what is the nature of fractal on which \chaotic" behaviour is seen? What is the nature of the \chaotic" dynamics on it? How does this depend on parameters of the system? We address the rst of these questions in this paper.
We de ne I = ?1; 1) 2 and note that a second order digital lter with two's complement over ow (in a continuum approximation) can be written as a map f : I ! I where f(x; y) = (y; g(bx + ay)) (1) with (a; b) 2 R 2 the parameters of the map. The over ow is governed by the function g de ned by g(x) = x (?1 x < 1); g(x + 2) = g(x) (x 2 R):
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The actual value taken by g at its discontinuities x 2 1+2Z is in fact unimportant for what follows. If g(bx+ay) > 1 we say that point causes over ow; if g(bx+ay) < ?1 we say it causes under ow.
We restrict to the lossess case b = ?1 and jaj < 2 and de ne 2 (0; ) such that a = 2 cos ; the eigenvalues of (1) with g(x) = x are precisely e i . In this lossless case the map preserves two dimensional Lebesgue measure which we write as`() and normalise such that`(I) = 1. We give I the topology of the torus; this can be done such that there is a single line of discontinuity at D = f(?1; y) : y 2 ?1; 1)g:
We consider the set of all pre-and post-images of this set; namely
where the image of the discontinuity is the set of all limit points of images of points that tend to the discontinuity. This set (called I in Kocarev et al., 1996] ) has two-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero because it is a countable union of onedimensional sets. We de neĨ = I n D which di ers from I on a set of measure zero and consider the dynamics here.
We can partition this set into two disjoint sets as follows:
the closure of the set of (pre)images of the discontinuity, and D c =Ĩ n D:
As noted in Ashwin, 1996] , all periodic points inĨ must be contained in D c . Moreover D c consists of a disjoint union of convex polygons that are mapped to themselves by some iterate of f. We call one of these polygons a periodic island.
Each periodic island can be uniquely distinguished by its over ow sequence; this is an in nite sequence of the symbols f?; +; 0g corresponding to whether the nth iterate of a point in the island causes under ow, over ow or neither, respectively. We say a point has periodic over ow if its over ow sequence is periodic. Now de ne =`(D) (a function of a) be the two dimensional Lebesgue measure of this set (this is measurable as it is a countable union of 1-d sets). We approximate (a) 2 0; 1] by discretising the phase space. In Ashwin, 1996] it was conjectured that (a) > 0 for almost all values of a 2 (?2; 2); by contrast, Kocarev et al., 1996] conjecture that (a) = 0 for all a.
Finite grid approximation
We consider I (n) , a 2 n 2 n discretisation of the phase space into 2 2n cells. We approximate the discontinuity D by D (n) , the set of points that lie on the left-hand edge of I (n) .
An approximation of D was computed in the following way; initial points were chosen in the centers of boxes in I (n) bordering one side of the discontinuity. These points were iterated using double precision arithmetic and each cell hit during the orbit was \coloured in". When the trajectory returned to its initial cell it was assumed to have closed. Due to Poincar e recurrence, almost all initial points will return to any neighbourhood of their initial points. We therefore compute D (n) ; the set of all \coloured in" boxes as an approximation to D and de ne 
Approximation of`(D)
We conjecture that (a) has positive measure for most values of a and so D is a fat fractal Farmer, 1985] . If`(D) > 0 then the Hausdor dimension of d is two but the boundaries may be very convoluted; as a measure of this we use the exterior dimension (d ex ) to further characterise such fat fractal sets.
The exterior dimension Grebogi et al., 1985] 
as n ! 1 and so tting a curve A exp(nB) + C to calculated values for n gives us both 1 = C and d ex = 2 + B= ln 2. Examples of D (n) and n with tted curve are shown in Figure 1 , where of n (1:5) ( = 41:409622 o ) has been computed for n from 2 up to 12. The tted curves shows that the values obtained are consistent with (1:5) 0:121 > 0. Figure 2 shows the case n ( p 2) ( = 45 o ); this indicates that ( p 2) = 0 as expected. As a second example of a rational angle, Figure 3 shows the scaling of n for a = 0:44504 = 2 cos 3 =7. This also shows good convergence to zero Lebesgue measure. The data for scans of a from 0 to 2 in steps of 0:0005 are shown in Figure 4 ; n = 6, n = 8 and n = 10 are shown. Fitting these three values to the unique curve of the form A exp(Bn) + C gives extrapolations to 1 and d ex . Due however to the behaviour of n not being necessarily asymptotic in this region, there can be spurious predictions of 1 < 0, 1 > n , d ex < 1 or d ex > 2. These four cases have been suppressed. On the remaining points, there is evidence that the curves limit to a curve that is non-zero almost everywhere, with the presence of sharp`dips' near a = 2 cos with = 2 Q indicative of (a) = 0 at this dense set of values of a. In Figure 5 we show the extrapolation of this data to give an approximation of the exterior dimension of D as a function of a. islands in D c with simple over ow sequences has been calculated by Davies, 1995] and Davies & Petkov, 1995] . They have analytical formulae for the proportion of phase space that is taken up by some of the simplest over ow sequences. This does not cover all periodic islands, but it does seem to cover the majority of the area for a wide range of parameters a. Figure 6 shows the area in I taken up by periodic islands corresponding to simple over ow sequences as a function of a; each colour corresponds to a di erent over ow sequence and was calculated by Davies & Petkov, 1995] . For comparison, (a) calculated with n = 10 (see Figure 4) is shown on the same axes. This curve lies wholly below the area of the islands as calculated by Davies & Petkov, 1995] and so the two approximations are consistent with`(D) +`(D c ) = 1.
It is interesting to note that near a = 1 the two curves approach very close to each other. This indicates that for a limiting to one, the total area of all except two of the islands tends to zero. The two islands left correspond to no over ow and period two over ow.
Hausdor dimension
For a = p 2, one can explicitly construct D by virtue of its self-similarity shown schematically in Figure 7 . We can use three similarity transformations as in Figure 7 with similarity factors c = 3 ? 2 p 2 to generate the fractal pattern. Using a result By comparison, the Minkowski dimension approximated by tting (3) is 1:3835; this agrees fairly well with the theoretical calculation of the Hausdor dimension.
Moreover, it gives credence to dimension predictions for other values of a.
Discussion
The numerical experiments presented here give support to the conjecture that D has positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure for a = 2 cos with = irrational. We have not examined the dynamics of f on D in this paper, but note that although the Liapunov exponents of points in D are de ned and zero, this does not imply that dynamics in D does not have, for example, sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
Thus it may still be chaotic in a fairly strong sense. In particular, the de nition of D means that for any (x; y) 2 D the map is not conjugate to its linearisation on any neighbourhood of (x; y) and so there are always nearby trajectories that will separate from that of (x; y).
Some aspects of the behaviour of this map are similar to the behaviour of interval exchange maps de ned as follows. Take an interval 0; 1], cut it into n pieces of a given size and re-assemble to give 0; 1] again. One nds that generically one can split 0; 1] into a disjoint union of two sets, each of which is a union of intervals. In one set there are dense orbits, while in the other all orbits are periodic Katok & Hasselblatt, 1995] ; these sets are analogous to the sets D and D c discussed above.
Finite precision calculations
The computations in section 2 were performed using double precision numerics and grids with between 2 4 and 2 24 cells. If we perform n-bit arithmetic on a phase space that is a 2 n by 2 n grid we can study the dynamics of nite precision implementations of the map (1).
The main e ect of performing the calculations at nite precision appears to be to add noise (from rounding errors) to the double precision calculations. This means that typical trajectories di use more in the phase space and consequently more points come close to the discontinuity of (1).
We have numerically investigated this approximation and nd the approximation of D using n-bit arithmetic behaves similarly to D (n) (see Figure 8 for an example with n = 10 and a = p 2). The addition of the rounding error has the e ect of causing trajectories to explore a`halo' around the expected position of D (compare this to Figure 2 (b) ). Figure 9 shows comparison of n calculated by double precision and by n-bit arithmetic for a = 1:5 and n = 3; ; 12. The nite precision results can be seen to decay less regularly that the double precision results and the former show a consistently larger proportion of orbits coming near the discontinuity. Figure 6 : The coloured regions show the areas of phase space taken up by some simple over ow sequences, from top to bottom starting with no over ow, period two over ow, period three over ow up to period 50 over ow. In the region 0 < a < 1 the area of two additional islands with periods 6 and 10 over ow are shown. The curve below the coloured area is the approximation of (a) obtained for n = 10 shown in 2. This can be split into three self-similar patterns and so we can obtain the fractal (Hausdor ) dimension 1:37676. which was calculated using double precision arithmetic. using double precision calculations (circles) and nite precision calculations with n-bit arithmetic (squares). Both curves appear to limit to a positive value, but the convergence of (b) is more irregular.
